
HELLO WELCOME TO OUR 
PRIMARY 7 SHOWCASE 
ASSEMBLY

Today, we’ll be talking about what 

we learned in January 

ENJOY



Caledonia

As you will remember, we learned the song Caledonia for Scots Week. We 
talked about the lyrics in the song and how it made us feel. Here are some 
key images from the song. 



Now I’m sitting here before the fire 
The empty room, the forest choir



I lost the friends 
that I needed losing



Stolen 
dreams  

Stolen dreams yes there’s no denying



Thank you so much for 
listening



Caledonia 

Hello here are some themes about 
CALEDONIA!!!!!!!!



Lonely



Homesick



Want to go home



Grown up a bit 



Journey



Thank you for listening. 
The end.



Wonder
August has never been to school before, he 
has been home school because of his health.

He starts Beecher Prep and makes friends 
with Jack and Summer.  

August is  bullied by everybody in the school 
by the looks of his face👁👃👁.                                                                                                                    



The theme in 

wonder 💭

Kindness



These are our posters for kindness! 👍









Thank you 
for 

listening ! 
:) 



What we’ve 
been learning 

In p7

Mode and Range averages 



What are averages?
Averages are the USUAL amount, or most 

common. Averages can differentiate between 

the different types of average.
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Range



What range is

•Range is the difference between the 

smallest number and the biggest 

number
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Ex : 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 18

•For example, the range of this would be 

16, because it would be 18-2.
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Mode 



What mode is 

•Mode is the number you see the most 

often! 
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Ex: 13, 15, 16, 13, 12, 11, 13

•The mode of this one would be 13. It 
appears most often.

•This would be really helpful if you owned 
a shop or restaurant and wanted to 
know what was the most popular. 
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Thank you for listening ☺!

Presentation Title 29
29



MEDIAN,



What is 
the 
median
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The median is the middle 
of a certain amount of 
numbers for example

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

the median for this is the 
number  4



How to 
get the 
median

You put the numbers from smallest to 
largest then find the middle number for 
example 

4 5 5 7 7 8 9  10 11 11 14 16 29 

The median in this  set of numbers is

9
This is really helpful to know if you have 

a broad range of data. 
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Thank you
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We have been learning about 
mean in P7
How to easily understand mean 



What is mean?

• Mean is to add all the numbers up and divide by 
how many numbers is in the sum.



How to figure out mean

• 8 9 6 5 4 3 7

• To start off add all the numbers 

• 8+9+6+5+4+3+7=42

• Then divide by how many numbers in the sum

• In this case it’s 7

• 42 ÷ 7=6

• The mean is 6



Try doing this yourself

• 1 6 5 4 6 8

• 1 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 6 + 8 + =



Answer was 5



Thank you for listening have a nice day 



ALYA: We were learning about graphs using excel. 
Katrina: This is a picture of a pie chart and a bar chart .

ALYA : We asked everyone to vote what pet would they want.
Katrina : Then we used excel to do this. 

ALYA : You can see that cats and dogs are tied.



Thanks for listening to us !!!



PE BASKETBALL  AND 
FOOTBALL

In basketball we have been practicing lay ups and dribbling with the 

ball .

Also been doing matches.

Now in football we have been doing dribbling and passing and 

sometimes we do matches and it’s super fun.

And football and basketball has been helping us to get better and 

more confident with our football skills and basketball skills. We have 

learned so much and PE helps us get stronger and fitter.



Is our new class novel

In the book we’re told a story about a boy named 
Bruno, who’s family had to move from their home in 

Berlin because of his father’s job, and Bruno 
doesn’t like it at all.

Bruno absolutely hates his new house and doesn’t 
try to hide it. He’s mad at his father, he always 
says that he want to go home, and that he hates 

their new house.

Through the window, Bruno can see lots of people in 
striped pyjamas. He doesn’t know why, but looking 

out the window makes him feel very cold and 
unsafe. 

We read only a few chapters yet..

The boy in the 
striped pyjamas



Started in 1 September 1939

Ended in 2 September 1945

Lasted for 6 years

Germany invaded Poland first

Countries involved

Nazi Germany Italy Japan (France)
UK Poland China USA USSR France

25-60,000,000 deaths The Leaders
Allies leaders

Winston Churchill (UK) 
Joseph Stalin (USSR)

Charles de Gaulle (France) 
And Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman (USA)

Axis leaders 
Adolf Hitler (Nazi Germany )
Benito Mussolini ( Facist Italy)

And Hideki Tojo (Japan)





• In Germany, life was horrible and frightening. 

• People were terrified to voice their opinions. It was illegal to disagree with the ruling party. 

• During the war, cities were bombed, so all the street lights were turned off and people had 
blackout curtains. 

• The Jewish community were gradually stripped of their rights and moved into ghettos and 
finally deported to Concentration Camps, where millions of them died. 

• Despite Germany starting the war, Japan was the last Axis power to surrender in 1945. The 
Japanese believed it was better to die in battle than ever surrender, which was seen as 
shameful. 

• During the war, the Atomic bomb was created. This was used on Nagasaki and Hiroshima 
at the end of war. 

• Gas attacks are now considered a war crime. During WWII people carried gas masks 
wherever they were but it was not used, unlike in WWI. 

• The death toll was between 40 and 85 million worldwide. 



• The Holocaust claimed the lives of 6 million 
Jews

• WW2 was not only fought in Europe

• Ww2 was a continuation of WW1

• The last Japanese soldier finally surrendered 
in 1974

• Poland had a bear that served in the 
military, he was called Wotjek. 

• The war was between the Allies and the 
Axis Powers



Thanks for listening 



Perimeter is the  distance 
around the edge, like a 

fence.

P=10+10+5+5=30cm



The area would be 50cm²
10

5

The area is the 
space of the 
square.

X

So our sum would be:
10cm x 5cm = 50cm²



Here’s how to find the 
volume of shapes

1st You need to find the length, depth and breadth

2nd Times the number of the length, depth and breadth together

Now after you got your answer that’s it you’ve successfully found the 
volume of a shape congratulation!

(Example 5x5x5=125cm³ so a cube with length depth and breadth of 
5cm would have a volume of 125)

(Use cm³ when finding volume)



German

Das Wetter

(The Weather)

Primary 7 Showcase



Wie ist das Wetter Julia?

Es ist heiß.



Wie ist das Wetter Sofiya?

Es ist warm.



Wie ist das Wetter Morea?

Es ist kalt.



Wie ist das Wetter Seth?

Es ist sonnig.



Wie ist das Wetter Cole?

Es ist windig.



Wie ist das Wetter 
Khadija?

Es ist wolkig.



Wie ist das Wetter Kaiden?

Es ist frostig.



Wie ist das Wetter Maria?

Es ist schlecht.



Wie ist das Wetter Amelie?

Es regnet.



Wie ist das Wetter 
Christos?

Es schneit.



Wie ist das Wetter Alya?

Es hagelt.



Wie ist das Wetter Adam?

Es friert.



Wie ist das Wetter Ayaan?

Es donnert und blitzt.

http://web.uvic.ca/hcmc/clipart/weather/lightning/lightning-vt.gif


Wie ist das Wetter heute?

http://web.uvic.ca/hcmc/clipart/weather/lightning/lightning-vt.gif


Danke fürs

Zuhören!

Tschüss



Surrealism
•Surrealism is a type of art but a unique type of art 
because it looks like it came from a dream .

•Like these pictures by Rene Magritte .



The meaning of Surrealism 
• Surrealism began in the 1920s 

in Europe. 

• The cause of this movement 
was the First World War. 

• This made artists think about 
things which made very little 
sense. 

• Surrealism is a style in art in 
which ideas, images, and 
objects are combined in a 
strange way, like in a dream.



• Here’s Rene Magritte 
famous quote and 
other pictures by him 



Surrealism 

“If the dream is a translation of waking life, 

waking life is also a translation of the 

dream.”



Surrealism is art

that uses the feeling 

of being in a dream. 

It’s about the strange 

beauty of the 

unexpected and the 

uncanny.

It takes form as strange or weird 

situations that get you mind 

working.



René François Ghislain

Magritte was a Belgian 

surrealist artist known for 

his depictions of familiar 

objects in unfamiliar, 

unexpected contexts. His 

art began after the trauma 

of World War 1, the people 

who went through the war 

were grieving so they tried 

to make sense of things. 

They eventually had a 

fascination of 

psychotherapy.



Thank you for 

listening Goodbye

👋



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
HAVE A NICE DAY 


